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October 2014 SpaceOps Update
About the SpaceOps Update
Dear SpaceOps Participant:
You have received this issue of the SpaceOps Update e-newsletter because you have expressed interest in
space operations as part of your AIAA membership, attended a past SpaceOps Conference, or requested to be
added to the mailing list. The SpaceOps Update is published quarterly and contains information of interest to
the space operations community. If you do not wish to receive this e-newsletter in the future, please email
info@spaceops.org.
In This Issue...






Save the Date for SpaceOps 2016
Access the Best in SpaceOps Literature
Journal of Space Operations & Communicator
Join the SpaceOps Organization

For more information about the SpaceOps Organization, visit http://www.spaceops.org or e-mail
info@spaceops.org or refer to the online Journal for Space Operations & Communicator at
http://opsjournal.org.

Save the Date for SpaceOps 2016
The next biennial SpaceOps conference, which brings together space operators from around the world to
discuss the current status and future direction of space operations, will be held 16–20 May 2016, in Daejeon,
Republic of Korea.
SpaceOps 2016 will be hosted by the Korea Aerospace Research Institute (KARI) and organized by the American
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA).
In addition to providing a technical forum for the space operations community, this conference is focused on:





Encouraging stronger developing countries' participation in SpaceOps activities
Making a personal and technical network with leading-edge space operation experts in academia,
government, and industry
Attracting experts, young professionals, and students' interest to space and state-of-the-art
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technologies
For more information: http://www.spaceops2016.org/

Access the Best in SpaceOps Literature
The SpaceOps Organization is your source for publications related to space operations topics, including:









Operations-enabling technology in ground and flight systems
Operations management
Mission planning
Mission management
Cross support and interoperability
Launch operations
Spaceflight operations

Including papers dating back to the SpaceOps 2002 Conference, the SpaceOps archive is a great resource for
those working in the space operations community to aid you in solving issues and problems in your programs
and projects. The archive includes the following features:







Streamlined research capabilities, including searching and downloading citations
Tracking citation of individual papers and receiving notice of new citations by RSS
Marking articles, papers, and chapters as favorites for later review and download
Listing of conference papers available by year
Current papers available in PDF and PDF Plus formats (additional hyperlinking in the PDF Plus version)

To browse the SpaceOps archive you can either:




Browse a specific conference or use search tools in upper right.
Use "Advanced Search" with "SpaceOps 2014" in the *Conference Title* field to search only that
conference, or simply "SpaceOps" to search all SpaceOps conferences.

The SpaceOps Organization has partnered with AIAA to publish books with selected papers from SpaceOps
conferences. These books cover a breadth of space operations topics:





Space Operations: Mission Management, Technologies, and Current Applications (2007)
Space Operations: Exploration, Scientific Utilization and Technology Development (2011)
Space Operations: Experience, Mission Systems, and Advanced Concepts (2013)

A multidisciplinary journal for space flight operations, the Journal of Space Operations & Communicator is
jointly published by the AIAA Space Operations and Support Technical Committee and the SpaceOps
Organization. This journal is the first peer-reviewed, technical journal dedicated to space flight operations and
ground support and serves as a forum for those involved in the space operations field to communicate with
one another in order to share ideas that could improve the way operations are carried out in space.
For more Information: http://www.spaceops.org

Journal of Space Operations & Communicator
The latest issue of the Journal of Space Operations & Communicator contains two new interesting updates:




"OTRAG—A Low Cost Rocket", has been updated and authorized by the legendary Lutz Kayser, founder
and chairman of the OTRAG Company, and is now available at the following Journal of Space
Operations link.
An English version (hardcover and/or eBook) of the legendary book Die Rakete zu den Planetenräumen
(A Rocket into Planetary Space) by Hermann Oberth is now available for the first time since 1923,
thanks to the efforts of the American Astronautical Society and a team of space operations experts.
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Read the review of this book.
The Journal of Space Operations & Communicator is now on Facebook! You are invited to join this unique, evergrowing international SpaceOps community for exchange of experience and new ideas.
More information: http://opsjournal.org/.

Join the SpaceOps Organization
As the space operations community grows, we encourage your organization to join the SpaceOps Organization.
The SpaceOps Organization has recently created a new membership category for industrial members and other
interested organizations.
Participation in SpaceOps as a Partner or a Member will bring you close association with the agencies and
partner organizations focusing on space operations, allow you to help determine the content of the biennial
conferences, and help shape the future of the community.
Please forward this information to your colleagues and co-workers so that they too can stay on top of what is
happening in space operations!
To be added to the SpaceOps mailing list or for more information about becoming a Partner or a Member of
the SpaceOps Organization, please email the SpaceOps Secretariat at info@spaceops.org. There are no
membership fees.
For more information: http://www.spaceops.org.
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